EBSB from JNV PALAIR, KHAMMAM DT., TELANGANA STATE
(PERFORMING ART)
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Event Name : Lambadi Dance
Venue
: M.P Hall, JNV PALAIR, KHAMMAM DT.,TELANGANA
Date
: 11 JAN 2018
State-Pair : TELANGANA-BIHAR
Brief about Event :

Lambadi Dance is the most famous traditional dance of the District Khammam. The wellknown Banjaras of Khammam District are Lambadi and Koya. The Lambadi’s have migrated to
Telangana & A.P from Rajasthan. The Lambadi tribe is very predominant in Khammam District.
Lambadis have a different culture, community celebrations in vogue. They are hardworking and
sincere. They depend on forests and odd jobs for their living. Work is equally shared between
husband and wife in Lambadi Thandas. They sing and dance and reflect their culture in their
dance. Women wear anklets to their feet while dancing. Their costumes also reflect their
mirror and lehenga work which they stitch by themselves. The Blouse and lehenga will have rich
colors of Red & green. The Balias (Bangles), nose ring and waist ring, long chains of rupee coins
reflect their tradition and culture.
The song and dance are done rhythmically and they happily sing praising their
culture and way of living. They sing and take pledge to safe guard themselves from the other
gender. They integrate all regions and vow to be in harmony with everyone.
6. Report of the Event :

As a part of cultural exchange the local folk-dance titled “Lambadi Dance” has been introduced
to the local as well as Migration students on 28th Nov 2017. After a thorough practice has been
given to the students of JNV Kharaunadih, Muzaffarpur Dt., Bihar along with the local students
of JNV Palair, Khammam Dt., Telangana the Dance Performance has been given in presence of
invitees, parents and children on 11th JAN 2018. All had enjoyed the programme and
responded with a great applause. Shri M.Rajeswara Rao, Music Teacher has taken up the event
and trained the students successfully.
We extend our gratitude to Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti for EBSB flagship Programme.

(Dr.Pati Surender)
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JAWAHAR NAVODAYA VIDYALAYA, PALAIR, KHAMMAM DISTRICT (TS)
A BRIEF REPORT ON CONDUCTING OF EBSB ACTIVITIES UNDER
(PERFORMING ARTS)
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya, Palair, KHammam extends its gratitude to the
Deputy Commissioner for the EBSB Flagship programme.
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya, Khammam has motivated the students for National
Integration. As part of cultural exchange the local folklore dance titled “ Lambada
Dance” has been introduced to the local as well as Migration students on 28 th
November,2017. A month long thorough practice was given to students of JNV,
Muzaffarpur, Bihar along with local students of JNV, Khammam. It was presented on
11th January, 2018 under the flagship of EBSB.
Lambada Dance is the most famous traditional dance of the District Khammam.
The well known Banjaras of Khammam District are Lambadas and Koyas. The Lambadas
have migrated to Telangana & A.P from Rajasthan. The Lambada tribe is very
predominant in Khammam District. Lambadas have a different culture, community
celebrations were in vogue. Handworking and sincere they depend on forests and odd
jobs for a living. Work is equally shared between husband and wife in Lambada thandas.
They sing and dance and reflect their culture in their dance. Women wear anklets to
their feet while dancing. Their costumes also reflect their mirror and lehenga work
which they stitch by themselves. The Blouse and lehenga will have rich colours of Red &
green. The Balias(Bangles), nose ring and waist ring, long chains of rupee coins reflect
their tradition and culture.
The song and dance is done rhythmically and they happily sing praising their
culture and way of living. They sing and take pledge to safe guard themselves from the
other gender. They integrate all regions and vow to be in harmony with everyone.
Shri M.Rajeshwar Rao, Music Teacher has been training the students on
Peforming Art and incorporating values on culture & heritage of our state Telangana our
nation.
All the children witnessed the programme and enjoyed the presentation.
We extend our gratitude to Navodaya Vidyalaya Samiti for EBSB Programme.
(Dr.Pati Surender)
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